
Things Fall Apart Summer Reading Assignment English 10 Gifted  

Read the novel Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe. The recommended edition is Penguin 
Books ISBN-13 # 978-0385474542. As you read, complete the dialectical journal below. 
This journal will be turned in the first day that your English class meets in the fall. It will be 
awarded points for completion. In addition,you will take a reading quiz on the text during the 
first cycle of the school year. The reading quiz assesses BOTH required novels and will be 
worth 10% of the total number of points in the first marking period.  

Things Fall Apart addresses the struggle a society faces when traditions are being superseded 
by new methods. This struggle occurs for the whole society and for individuals. Therefore, we 
will explore the novel in terms of two main conflicts: Man Vs. Society & Man Vs. Self.  

Directions: Print this assignment and handwrite your work. Identify 12 quotes (6 for Man 
Vs. Society and 6 for Man Vs. Self) that connect to the major themes addressed in the novel. 
Explain how the quote is an appropriate interpretation of the theme and how it specifically 
addresses the conflict.  

Themes: 1. Social 
relationships 2. The struggle 
for dominance 3. Difficulty 
communicating 4. The 
definition of masculinity  
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and page 
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are now separated from    
the individual tribesmen   
choosing to convert.  


